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Abstract: The modified WAVE droplet breakup model, taking into account the transient
processes during spray injection, the Effective ThermalConductivity (ETC) liquid phasemodel,
the gas phase model suggested by Abramzon and Sirignano, and the customised version of the
Shell autoignition model have been implemented into the KIVA 2 CFD code. The observed
Diesel spray tip penetration and Sauter Mean Radii show much better agreement with the
prediction of the modified WAVE model compared with other droplet breakup models.
The difference in the autoignition delay times predicted using the Infinite Thermal Conductivity
(ITC) and ETC models is important for practical computations.
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1 Introduction

The importance of accurate multi-dimensional modelling
of the processes in Diesel engines and Diesel engine-like
environments is well recognised (Flynn et al., 1999; Bertoli
and na Migliaccio, 1999; Sazhina et al., 2000; Zhou et al.,
2006; Wang and Rutland, 2007). This modelling needs to
take into account a number of complicated fluid dynamics,
heat/mass transfer and combustion processes in a realistic
three-dimensional combustion chamber configuration.
This inevitably leads to the application of rather simplistic
models describing individual processes. These include
simplistic chemical models, droplet breakup models which
do not take into account transient effects, and droplet
heating models which disregard the effects of internal
temperature gradient, and so on. The aim of this paper is
to investigate the necessity for and feasibility of relaxing
some of these simplifying assumptions referring to the
modelling of droplet breakup, heating and evaporation.
This analysis will be based on the customised version of
the KIVA 2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code,
in which more realistic models of these processes have
been implemented. The results of validation of this code
against in-house experimental data will be presented and
discussed.

Various conventional droplet breakup models, used in
CFD codes, are briefly reviewed in Section 2. In the same

section, a further development of one of these models,
taking into account jet acceleration, is discussed. The most
straightforward way of validating these models seems to
be the comparison of the spray penetration predicted by
themwith available experimental data. The relevant results
are presented and discussed in Section 3. These results
refer to relatively low gas temperatures when the effects of
droplet heating and evaporation on spray dynamics can
be ignored. Recent developments in droplet heating and
evaporation models are briefly summarised in Section 4.
The customised version of the Shell autoignition model
used in our calculations is described in Section 5. The
experimental set-up used for the validation of the models
is described in Section 6. The test cases used for the
comparison with the predictions of the customised version
of the KIVA 2 code are briefly described in Section 7.
Results of the comparison of predicted and experimental
results are presented and discussed in Section 8. The main
results of the paper are summarised in Section 9.

2 Droplet breakup models

The Lagrangian approach to spray modelling, based on
the description of droplets at a sub-grid scale, is generally
more popular than the Eulerian one (Nijdam et al., 2006).
It is implemented in an open-source non-commercial
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computer code KIVA 2, widely used for development
and validation of spray models (Amsden et al., 1989;
Reitz and Rutland, 1995). One of the most important
elements of Lagrangian spray models is focused on jet
and droplet breakups. The nature of the breakup process
depends on a spray region. Primary breakup takes place
near the nozzle exit. Here disintegration of the liquid jet
takes place. In the far-field spray, where the liquid phase
is dispersed in the gas, the secondary breakup of large
droplets into smaller ones takes place (Faeth et al., 1995).
In many practical applications, unified models have been
used both for primary and secondary breakups. In these
models, the jet is approximated by a chain of droplets, with
initial diameters equal to the diameter of the nozzle, or
slightly less than this diameter if the effects of cavitation
are taken into account. For implementation into CFD
codes, designed for computation of three-dimensional
sprays, the so called Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB)
and WAVE models of breakup and their modifications
are commonly applied (Stiesch, 2003). The TAB model
describes the breakup of liquid droplets using an analogy
with a spring-mass system (O’Rourke and Amsden, 1987).
TheWAVEmodel is based on the results of linear stability
analysis of the gas-liquid interface at a jet surface (Reitz,
1987). This model and its later modifications have been
widely applied for computation of liquid sprays (Patterson
and Reitz, 1998; Beale and Reitz, 1999; Kong et al.,
1999). An important limitation of the above mentioned
breakup models relates to the fact that they are based
on an unrealistic assumption about single-size droplets
created after the breakup.More realistic stochastic models
describe the breakup in terms of the evolution of the
droplet distribution function over time. One of these
models, suitable for implementation into CFD codes,
was developed by Gorokhovski and Saveliev (2003).
This model takes into account the stochastic nature of the
secondary breakup at high Weber numbers, and is useful
for predictions for a wide spectra of droplets in sprays
(Gorokhovski and Saveliev, 2003; Apte et al., 2003).

Another limitation of the conventional breakupmodels
stems from an assumption about quasi-steady-state flow
conditions, although in many practical applications spray
injection is an essentially transient process. For example,
in modern Diesel engines, fuel is injected during a
very short time, when the rate of injection continuously
increases in response to the needle lift inside the injector
(Russel et al., 2000). When describing these sprays using
conventional models, it is generally assumed that temporal
variations of the injection velocity do not affect the
stability and breakup of the liquid-gas interface. The
effect of acceleration on the breakup of a liquid jet was
studied by Domann and Hardalupas (2004). However, the
analysis described in this paper was performed assuming
the steady-state injection condition and ignoring the
initial stage of the jet formation. This assumption is
acceptable for modelling relatively slow sprays, but it is
not at first evident in the case of highly transient sprays.
Computations described by Kaario et al. (2002) and Sarre
et al. (1999), using the above mentioned WAVE and TAB

breakup models, showed that the spray penetration can
be significantly under-predicted during the initial stage of
injection. This could be related to the fact that thesemodels
ignore the effect of injectionaccelerationon spraybreakup.

In what follows, the main features of the conventional
TAB, WAVE and stochastic models are briefly described.
Then a modification of the conventional WAVE model,
taking into account the effect of jet acceleration, is
discussed.

2.1 Conventional WAVE model

TheWAVEmodel, originally developed byReitz (1987), is
based on the analysis of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
of a liquid jet. This instability leads to stripping of child
droplets from the liquid core. The core is approximated by
parent droplet parcels injected from the nozzle. The radii
of the droplets in these parcels (Rd) continuously decrease
during the breakup process, as described by the following
equation:

dRd

dt
= −Rd − Rd(eq)

tbu
, (1)

where tbu is the characteristic breakup time, Rd(eq) is the
radius of equilibrium (stable) droplets:

Rd(eq) =

{
B0Λ, B0Λ ≤ Rd

R, B0Λ > Rd,
(2)

R = min
(

(3πR2
dU/(2Ω))0.33

(3R2
dΛ/4)0.33,

)

B0 = 0.61 is the model constant, Λ and Ω are the wave
length and the frequency of the fastest growing disturbance
on the surface of a liquid jet, U is the jet velocity.
The breakup time tbu is estimated as:

tbu = 3.726 B1
Rd

Λ Ω
. (3)

The breakup constant B1 was taken equal to 10 based on
the results of measurements of quasi-steady-state Diesel
spray penetration at relatively low injection pressures
(Hiroyasu and Kadota, 1974). Later, the WAVE model
was extensively tested for computation of transient Diesel
sprays, and it was shown that the breakup constantB1 can
vary widely depending on the type of injector used (Reitz
and Rutland, 1995).

The further development of theWAVEmodel took into
account the effect of the Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability
of droplets (Patterson and Reitz, 1998). The wavelength
corresponding to the maximal increment of this instability
is given by the expressionΛRT = 2π

√
3σs/(aRT ρl), where

σs is the surface tension, aRT = 3
8CD

ρgU2

ρlRd
, CD is the

drag coefficient, ρg and ρl are densities of gas and liquid,
respectively. When ΛRT is less than the diameter of a
droplet, breakup is expected to take place. In this case
Rd(eq) is calculated as CRT ΛRT , where CRT = 2.5 is the
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model constant (Patterson and Reitz, 1998). The breakup
time is estimated as:

tbu RT =

√
3

2aRT

√
3σs

ρl aRT
.

Kelvin–Helmholtz instability is mainly responsible for the
primary breakup, while the Rayleigh–Taylor mechanism
prevails at the secondary atomisation stage (Patterson and
Reitz, 1998; Beale and Reitz, 1999).

2.2 TAB model

The Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB) model describes
the process in terms of the critical deformation of an
oscillating-distorting droplet (O’Rourke and Amsden,
1987). The external force is caused by the relative drop
motion, the restoring force is the surface tension force,
and the damping term results from the liquid viscosity.
It is assumed that breakup occurs when the droplet
deformation exceeds Rd/2. The Sauter Mean Radius
(SMR) of the product droplets at the moment of breakup
is found from the conservation of droplet energy during
the breakup process:

SMR =
Rd

7
3 + ρlRdvdef

4σs

,

where Rd is the parent droplet radius, vdef is the velocity
of droplet deformation at the moment of breakup.

In contrast to the WAVE model, in the TAB model,
after breakup, the product droplets’ radii Rd pr follow the
distribution:

f(Rd pr) =
1
R

exp
(

−Rd pr

R

)
,

whereR = SMR/3 is thenumber averagedproduct droplet
radius.

The spray penetration predicted by the TAB model
agrees with the results of measurements by Hiroyasu and
Kadota (1974). At the same time it over-predicts the rate
of droplet breakup, and tends to predict smaller droplets
close to the injector (cf. Tanner, 2004). Despite the above
mentioned problems, the TAB model is widely used for
spray computations, and it is a default breakup model in
the KIVA 2 code.

2.3 Stochastic model

As follows from the previous analysis, the WAVE model
is essentially a deterministic model, in which the radii of
product droplets are determined by equation (2). The TAB
model has a stochastic element in choosing the radii of
product droplets assuming that the distribution function
of these droplets is a priori given, but it still focuses
on sample droplets rather than on the whole spectrum.
The model suggested by Gorokhovski and Saveliev (2003)
is based on a completely different approach to breakup
modelling. Their approach is based on the assumption,

originally suggested by Kolmogorov (1941), that the
breakup of parent particles into secondary particles does
not depend on the instantaneous sizes of the parent
particles. This assumption is obviously not valid when
Rd is close to Rd(eq). In high pressure injection sprays,
characterised by large Weber numbers, the hydrodynamic
mechanism of atomisation due to the mean velocity
difference at the liquid-gas surface, can be complicated
by the impact of turbulent fluctuations on jet breakup
(Gorokhovski and Saveliev, 2003). Under such conditions,
when the specific mechanism of atomisation and the scale
of the breakup length cannot be clearly defined, stochastic
approaches to the modelling of breakup become more
appropriate than deterministic ones.

It was shown by Gorokhovski and Saveliev (2003) that
in the limit of large times t → ∞, the general equation for
the evolution of the droplet number distribution function
F (Rd) can be presented in the form of the Fokker–Planck
type equation:

∂F (Rd)
∂t

=
[
−3〈lnα〉 − 9

2
〈ln2 α〉 − ∂

∂Rd
Rd〈lnα〉

+
1
2

∂

∂Rd
Rd

∂

∂Rd
Rd〈ln2 α〉

]
νF (Rd), (4)

where

〈lnn α〉 =
∫ 1

0
lnn α q(α) dα,

α ∈ [0, 1] is the parameter linking the radii of product (Rd)
and parent (Rd0) droplets (α = Rd/Rd0), q(α)dα is the
normalised probability that the radius of each product
droplet iswithin the range [αRd, (α + dα)Rd],ν = ν0q0,ν0
is the breakup frequency of an individual droplet, q0 is the
average number of droplets produced after each breakup
action.

Equation (4) depends on two unknown constants
〈lnα〉 and 〈ln2 α〉. To reach an agreement between
the predictions of this model and the measurements
by Hiroyasu and Kadota (1974), it was assumed that
〈lnα〉 = −1/2 and 〈ln2 α〉 = 1. The frequency of breakup
ν was obtained from the relation:

ν =
1

B1

|U |
Rd0

√
ρg

ρl
. (5)

The value of constant B1 =
√

3 was chosen in order to
match experimental data on the stripping breakup of
droplets.

Theabovedescribedmodels havemostlybeenvalidated
for quasi-steady-state sprays, injected at constant or slowly
varying velocities. However, to the best of our knowledge,
the effect of unsteady injection at the initial stage of
formation of Diesel spray has not been addressed in the
literature, and none of the above models have been tested
specifically for this transient period of injection. In the next
subsection a possible generalisation of one of these models
(WAVE model), to take into account the transient effects
during spray formation, is described.
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2.4 Modified WAVE model

In order to account for the transient nature of injection on
breakup, the parameters of the WAVE model, controlling
the rate of spray disintegration, have been modified.
The decrease in Ω with increasing injection acceleration
is taken into account, while it is assumed that the wave
lengthof critical instabilityΛ is not affectedby the transient
nature of the flow. At a qualitative level, the decrease
in Ω with increasing injection acceleration can be related
to the observation that flow acceleration is expected to
lead to relaminarisation of the flow and thickening of
the boundary layer in the gas phase around the jet for
a certain range of Reynolds numbers (Narasimha and
Sreenivasan, 1979). The increase in the boundary layer
thickness is, in turn, expected to stabilise the gas-liquid
interface (Lozano et al., 2001). This implies suppression
of instability by flow acceleration. Since tbu ∼ 1/Ω, the
effect of flow acceleration is accounted for by modifying
the expression for B1 in equation (3). The following
relationship is suggested:

B1 = B1 st + c1
(
a+)c2

, (6)

where

a+ = 2
√

Re
Rd

U2
inj

dUinj

dt

is the acceleration parameter taking into account the effect
of flow acceleration; c1 and c2 are adjustable constants.
In the steady-state limit a+ is zero and B1 = B1 st.
Following Reitz (1987), we assume that B1 st = 10.
The acceleration parameter a+ is constructed by analogy
with the local pressure gradient parameter p+ suggested
by Cebeci and Smith (1974), assuming the laminar-type
dependence of the local skin friction coefficient on the
Reynolds number.

In order to describe the propagation of disturbances
along the liquid core, we use a rigid body concept, which
is an additional assumption of the model. This concept
states that parcels constituting the liquid core experience
no drag from the gas and move as a rigid jet at a velocity
equal to the instantaneous injection velocity U = Uinj.
This concept is based on the experimental observation
that the momentum of the core of a Diesel spray is
conserved (Schugger et al., 2000) and the abovementioned
observation regarding the initial spray tip velocity. In order
to describe the continuous structure of the liquid core in
the spray, the collision algorithm by O’Rourke (1981) has
been modified; the droplets constituting the liquid core are
allowed to move together during the injection acceleration
stage, evenwhen these droplets are distributed over several
computational cells. According to this algorithm, an
increase in the injection velocity at the nozzle, caused by
injection acceleration, is immediately translated to all the
droplets in the liquid core. This method naturally accounts
for incompressibility of liquid, and eliminates the grid
dependence of the results. In the region downstream of
the spray breakup length, droplet collisions are described
following O’Rourke (1981).

3 Spray penetration in ‘cold’ air

The droplet breakup models described in the previous
section are expected to have an effect on spray heating
and evaporation processes, and ultimately on the timing
of the fuel vapour/air mixture autoignition. This will be
discussed in Section 8. In a realistic Diesel engine-like
environment the effect of these models is obscured by the
contribution of other models, including those of droplet
heating/evaporation and chemical autoignition. Hence, to
identify themost suitable droplet breakupmodel we found
it appropriate to perform the testing of these models in a
‘cold’ gas environment, before considering realistic Diesel
engine-like conditions.

The predictions of the models described in Section 2
have been compared with the results of in-house
measurements of Diesel fuel sprays. Comparisons were
performed for sprays injected through a single-hole nozzle
of 0.2mm in diameter into compressed air at temperature
572K and pressure 4MPa. Spray penetration data were
obtained from the analysis of video recordings, combined
with the mass flow rate measurements (Karimi et al.,
2006). Based on the measured mass flow rate, the average
velocity of injection was calculated. The results are shown
in Figure 1. As can be seen from this figure, the observed
spray is highly transient andweanticipate that themodified
WAVE model, described in Section 2.4, is the most
appropriate one for its analysis.

Figure 1 Calculated instantaneous jet injection velocities.
A single-hole injector with nozzle diameter 0.2mm
was used. The injector and in-cylinder pressures were
160MPa and 4MPa respectively. The ambient gas
temperature was estimated as 572K

Spray computations were performed using the KIVA
2 code, in which the models described in Section 2 have
been implemented (Amsden et al., 1989). Droplet parcels
were injected into a cylindrical gas-filled domain using
the blob injection method. Spray computations were
performed in two dimensions, taking into account the
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observed axial symmetry of the flow. The flow domain was
represented by a constant volume gas chamber of 2 cm in
radius and 10cm in length, neglecting the piston motion
during the injection pulse. The domain was covered by a
uniform 2-dimensional grid, typically with 20 cells in the
radial and 48 cells in the axial directions (the effects of
the grid on the results will be discussed later in Section 7).
The calculations were performed using all four droplet
breakup models described in Section 2.

The results of calculations of spray tip penetration,
using the conventional TAB and WAVE (with B1 = 10),
modified WAVE and stochastic models, and the
corresponding experimental data are shown in Figure 2.
As follows from this figure, the conventional WAVE
model, TAB and stochastic models under-predict
significantly the penetration at the initial stage of this
process. The increase of the parameter B1 from 10 to
60 leads to some improvement in the accuracy of the
prediction of the conventional WAVEmodel. At the same
time the modified version of the WAVE model, described
in Section 2.4, gives much better agreement between
the predictions of the model and experimental data, as
expected, remembering the highly transient nature of the
spray under consideration.

Figure 2 Experimentally observed and computed spray tip
penetration. The experimental conditions were the
same as in Figure 1. The computations were
performed using the customised version of the KIVA
2 CFD code in which various droplet breakup models
were implemented. These include the conventional
TAB and WAVE (with B1 = 10) models, the
stochastic model and the modified WAVE model

At a later stage in the injection, the cluster shedding from
the tip of the spray was experimentally observed. This led
to fluctuation of the observed tip penetration length at
around 4cm (see Figure 2). This phenomenon has not
been addressed in the present study. In our computations,
the spray penetration length was identified as the distance
from the nozzle to the leading droplet parcel. This leads

to the deviation between the predictions of all models
and experimental data being at times 0.6ms or greater.
Weanticipate that the actual tippenetration length is larger
than that shown in Figure 2, as the spray at distances
greater than about 4 cm from the nozzle is not actually
detected by the available equipment as it is outside the
optical window. Note, that in the case of spray injected
into ‘hot’ air, the ignition takes place about 2 ms after
the start of injection (Crua, 2002). For this late stage of
injection, measurements of droplet size were performed
for the same spray by Lacoste (2005). Figure 3 shows
the experimentally observed evolution of the Sauter Mean
Radius (SMR) of droplets on the spray axis (a) and its
periphery (b) at a distance of 3 cm downstream from the
nozzle (Lacoste, 2005). On the same figure, the results
of calculations of SMR at the same locations, using the
models described in Section 2, are shown. As follows from
this figure, the modified WAVE model leads to the best
agreement between calculated and experimental results.
Although this conclusion was obtained for ‘cold’ sprays,
we anticipate that it remains valid for more realistic ‘hot’
sprays. Hence, we can recommend this model for the
modelling of both ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ highly transient sprays.

The models for droplet heating/evaporation and
autoignitionwhichare applicable for simulationof realistic
‘hot’ sprays are discussed in the next two sections.

Figure 3 Experimentally observed and computed Sauter Mean
Radii (SMR) of droplets at two different locations
in the spray. The models used and the experimental
conditions were the same as in the case shown in
Figure 2
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4 Droplet heating and evaporation

During the heating and evaporation of droplets, the
processes in liquid and gas phases are, in general,
closely linked. This has been demonstrated by coupled
solutions of the heat conduction equation in these
phases for stationary, spherical and non-evaporating
droplets (Cooper, 1977; Sazhin et al., 2007a). However, the
generalisation of this type of solution to the case of
moving, evaporating droplets in a realistic environment,
modelled by computational fluid dynamics codes, seems
not to be feasible at the moment. Fortunately, in many
practical applications, including those in Diesel engines,
the diffusivity of the gas phase is substantially (more than
an order of magnitude) larger than that of the liquid phase
(Sazhin, 2006). This allows us to separate the processes
of these phases, taking into account that gas adjusts
to changing parameters much more quickly than liquid.
If the initial stage (a few �s in the case of Diesel fuel
droplet heating (Sazhin et al., 2001)) is ignored then it can
be assumed that the heating of droplets by the gas phase
can be described in terms of a steady-state heat transfer
coefficient. This assumption, universally used in CFD
codes (e.g., KIVA, PHOENICS, VECTIS, FLUENT),
is also considered to be valid in our analysis. This allows
us to consider steady-state gas phase models, and assume
that all transient processes take place in the liquid phase
only. In what follows, liquid and gas phase models are
considered separately.

4.1 Liquid phase models

The focus of our analysis will be on three liquid phase
models:

• the model based on the assumption that there is
no temperature gradient inside droplets (Infinite
Thermal Conductivity (ITC) model)

• the model taking into account finite liquid thermal
conductivity, but not re-circulation inside droplets
(conduction limit model)

• the model taking into account both finite liquid
thermal conductivity and re-circulation inside
droplets via the introduction of a correction factor
to the liquid thermal conductivity (Effective Thermal
Conductivity (ETC) model).

These are the ones which are either used in most practical
applications, includingCFDcodes, orwhich could feasibly
be incorporated.

4.1.1 ITC model

For the ITC model the droplet temperature can be found
from the energy balance equation (Sazhin, 2006):

4
3
πR3

dρlcl
dTd

dt
= 4πR2

dh(Tg − Td), (7)

where cl is liquid specific heat capacity, Tg and Td are
ambient gas and droplet temperatures respectively, h is the

convection heat transfer coefficient. Approximations for
h depend on the processes in the gas phase, as discussed
in the next subsection. Equation (7) has a straightforward
analytical solution, which is widely used in most CFD
codes (Sazhina et al., 2000; Wang and Rutland, 2007).

The application of this model is sometimes justified by
the fact that liquid thermal conductivity is much higher
than that of gas. However, the main parameter which
controls droplet transient heating is not its conductivity,
but its diffusivity. As mentioned earlier, in the case of
Diesel engine sprays, the diffusivity for liquid is more than
an order ofmagnitude less than that for gas. This raises the
question of whether this model is applicable to modelling
transient fuel droplet heating in these engines.

4.1.2 Conduction limit model

If the liquid thermal conductivity is not infinitely large
then the effects of temperature gradient inside droplets
need to be taken into account. As the first approximation,
we can ignore effects of convection and consider the
conduction limit. Assuming that droplet heating is
spherically symmetric, the transient heat conduction
equation inside droplets can be written as (Carslaw and
Jaeger, 1986; Luikov, 1968; Kartashov, 2001):

∂T

∂t
= κl

(
∂2T

∂R2 +
2
R

∂T

∂R

)
+ P (R), (8)

where κl = kl/(clρl) is the liquid thermal diffusivity, kl is
the liquid thermal conductivity, T = T (R, t) is the droplet
temperature,R is thedistance from the centre of thedroplet
and P (R) is the normalised power generated per unit
volume inside thedroplet due to thermal radiation (inK/s).
cl, ρl and kl are assumed to be constant for the analytical
solution of equation (8). Their variations with temperature
and time are accounted for when the analytical solution of
this equation is incorporated into the numerical code.

Assuming that the droplet is heated by convection from
the surrounding gas, and cooled due to evaporation, the
energy balance equation at the droplet surface can be
written as:

Teff − Ts =
kl

h

∂T

∂R

∣∣∣∣
R=Rd

, (9)

where Teff = Tg + ρlLṘd

h , h = h(t) is the convection heat
transfer coefficient (time dependent in the general case),
Ts is the droplet’s surface temperature, L is the specific
heat of evaporation. We took into account that Ṙd < 0.
Equation (9) can be considered as a boundary condition
for equation (8) atR = Rd. This needs to be complemented
by the boundary condition at R = 0: ∂T

∂R |R=0 = 0 and the
initial condition: T (t = 0) = T0(R).

The value of Ṙd is controlled by fuel vapour diffusion
from the droplet surface. It can be found from the equation
(Sazhin, 2006):

ṁd = 4πR2
dṘdρl = −2πρgDFaRdSh0 ln(1 + BM ),

(10)
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where ρg is the average gas (mixture of air and fuel vapour)
density, DFa is the binary diffusion coefficient of fuel
vapour in air,Sh0 ≡ 2hmRd/DFa is the Sherwood number
of non-evaporating droplets, hm is the mass transfer
coefficient. BM = (Yfs − Y∞)/(1 − Yfs) is the Spalding
mass transfer number, Yfs and Yf∞ is the mass fraction
of vapour near the droplet surface and at large distances
from the droplet respectively. Approximations for Sh0
depend on the modelling of the processes in the gas phase
(see Subsection 4.2).

The numerical solution of equation (8) with
appropriate boundary and initial conditions has been
widely used for the analysis of the thermal balance of
individual droplets (Wong et al., 1997; Yang and Wong,
2003; Cuoci et al., 2005; Stauch et al., 2006). To the best
of our knowledge the only application of this solution in
CFD codes has been reported by Bertoli and naMigliaccio
(1999). In all these papers, the effects of thermal radiation
were ignored altogether or taken into account via the
modification of the boundary conditions, as by Cuoci et al.
(2005). The latter is justified only in the case of strongly
absorbent droplets, which are a poor approximation in
the case of Diesel fuel droplets (Dombrovsky et al., 2001;
Sazhin et al., 2004a, 2007b).

An alternative approach to implementation of the
finite liquid thermal conductivity model into CFD codes
is based on the analytical solution of equation (8) with
appropriate boundary and initial conditions. In the case
when h(t) =h = const, this solution can be presented as
(Sazhin et al., 2004b):

T (R, t) =
Rd

R

∞∑
n=1

{
pn

κλ2
n

+ exp
[−κλ2

nt
](

qn − pn

κλ2
n

)
− sin λn

‖vn‖2λ2
n

µ0(0) exp
[−κλ2

nt
] − sin λn

‖vn‖2λ2
n

×
∫ t

0

dµ0(τ)
dτ

exp
[−κλ2

n(t − τ)
]
dτ

}
× sin(λnR/Rd) + Teff(t), (11)

where:

µ0(t) =
hTeff(t)Rd

kl
, h0 = (hRd/kl) − 1,

‖vn‖2 =
1
2

(
1 +

h0

h2
0 + λ2

n

)
,

κ =
kl

clρlR2
d

,

pn =
1

Rd‖vn‖2

∫ Rd

0
P̃ (R)vn(R)dR,

qn =
1

Rd‖vn‖2

∫ Rd

0
T̃0(R)vn(R)dR,

P̃ (R) = RP (R)/(clρlRd), T̃0(R) = RT0(R)/Rd,

vn(R) = sin(λnR/Rd) (n = 1, 2, . . . ),

a set of positive eigenvalues λn numbered in ascending
order (n = 1, 2, . . . ) is found from the solution of the
following equation:

λ cos λ + h0 sin λ = 0.

If T0(R) is twice differentiable, then the series in
equation (11) converges absolutely and uniformly for all
t ≥ 0 and R ∈ [0, Rd]. The details of the implementation
of Solution (11) into a zero-dimensional CFD code are
discussed by Sazhin et al. (2005a, 2005b).

4.1.3 Effects of thermal radiation

It was shown that using a realistic model for P (R), taking
into account the actual dependence of P on R, leads to a
very small improvement in the accuracy of the prediction
when compared with the simplified model in which only
the integral absorption of thermal radiation in the droplet
is taken into account (Abramzon and Sazhin, 2005, 2006).
In the latter modelP (R) is approximated as (Dombrovsky
et al., 2001; Sazhin et al., 2004a, 2007b):

P (R) = 3 × 106aσRb−1
d(�m)θ

4
R/(clρl), (12)

where θR is the radiation temperature, Rd(�m) is the
droplet radius in �m, a and b are polynomials of the
radiation temperature (quadratic functions in the first
approximation). The effects of radiation are expected to be
significant during the late injection of spraywhen the flame
has already developed (Sazhin et al., 2006). In our case,
however, the focus is on the modelling of the autoignition
process, when these effects can be safely ignored.

4.1.4 ETC model

The conduction limit model can be generalised to take into
account the internal re-circulation inside droplets. This
can be achieved by replacing the thermal conductivity of
liquid kl with the so called Effective Thermal Conductivity
(ETC) keff = χkl, where the coefficientχ varies fromabout
1 (at droplet Peclet number Ped = ReldPrld < 10) to 2.72
(at Ped > 500). It can be approximated as (Abramzon and
Sirignano, 1989):

χ = 1.86 + 0.86 tanh[2.225 log10(Ped/30)].

The values of transport coefficients in Ped are taken for
liquid fuel. The relative velocity of droplets and their
diameters are used for calculation of Reld. This model,
known as the ETC model, has been implemented into
the customised version of the KIVA 2 code alongside
the analytical solution (11). Additional complications
are expected in the case of heating and evaporation
of multicomponent droplets (see e.g., Arias-Zugasti and
Rosner, 2003), but the analysis of this case is beyond the
scope of this paper.

Thepractical applicationof themodels described above
depends on the choice of the approximations for Sh0 and
Nu.Thesewill follow from the analysis of gas phasemodels
discussed in the next subsection.
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4.2 Gas phase models

Various gas phase models suitable for implementation
into CFD codes have been analysed in a number of
papers including those by Miller et al. (1998) and
Sazhin et al. (2006). The simplest model of droplet heating
and evaporation in which the effect of superheat of
fuel vapour is taken into account leads to the following
approximations forSh0 andNu (Lefebvre, 1989;Bird et al.,
2002):

Sh0 = 2
(
1 + 0.3Re1/2

d Sc1/3
d

)
, (13)

Nu = 2
ln(1 + BM )

BM

(
1 + 0.3Re1/2

d Pr1/3
d

)
, (14)

where Red = 2Rd|vd − vg|/ν̄g , Scd = ν̄g/DFa and
Prd = c̄pg�̄g/k̄g are Reynolds, Schmidt and Prandtl
numbers of the moving droplets respectively, vd and vg

are droplet and gas velocities respectively, ν̄g and �̄g are
average gas kinematic and dynamic viscosities, c̄pg and k̄g

are average gas specific heat capacity at constant pressure
and thermal conductivity; the temperature dependence of
all parameters is taken into account. In what follows this
model will be referred to as Model 0.

As follows from the analysis of various gas phase
models, presented by Sazhin et al. (2006), the model
described by equations (13)–(14) is one of the least accurate
ones. In the samepaper itwas shown that themost accurate
model is the one suggested by Abramzon and Sirignano
(1989). In thismodel Sh0 andNu are given by the following
expressions:

Sh0 = 2
(

1 +
(1 + RedScd)1/3 max[1, Re0.077

d ] − 1
2F (BM )

)
,

(15)

Nu = 2
ln(1 + BT )

BT

×
(

1 +
(1 + RedPrd)1/3 max[1, Re0.077

d ] − 1
2F (BT )

)
,

(16)

where

F (BM,T ) = (1 + BM,T )0.7 ln(1 + BM,T )
BM,T

,

BT =
cpF (Tg − Ts)

Leff

(Spalding heat transfer number),Leff = L + QL

ṁd
, QL is the

power spent on droplet heating, cpF is the specific heat
capacity of fuel vapour. BT can be calculated based on the
following relation:

BT = (1 + BM )ϕ − 1, (17)

where

ϕ =
1 + (1+RedScd)1/3 max[1,Re0.077

d ]−1
2F (BM )

1 + (1+RedPrd)1/3 max[1,Re0.077
d ]−1

2F (BT )

(
cpF

c̄pg

)
1
Le

, (18)

Le = kg/(c̄pgρ̄gDFa) is the Lewis number. In what follows
this model will be referred to as the Abramzon and
Sirignano (AS) Model.

Both these models have been implemented into the
customised version of the KIVA 2 code to investigate the
effect of gas phasemodels on the performance of this code.

The effect of gas turbulence was accounted for based
on the conventional k − εmodel implemented in theKIVA
2 code (see Demoulin and Borghi (2003) and Wright
et al. (2005) for more advanced approaches to turbulence
modelling).

5 Shell autoignition model

Themost rigorous approach tomodelling the autoignition
process in Diesel engines is based on the Detailed Kinetic
Mechanism (DKM), which includes about 1000 chemical
reactions andover 100 species (Minetti et al., 1994;Kojima,
1994; Ranzi et al., 1994; Cuoci et al., 2005). Additional
problems in the construction of DKMs arise from the
lack of accurate kinetic data for many of the reactions.
Even quantum chemistry methods cannot ensure accurate
calculation of rate constants because the decisive factor in
this calculation is the small value difference between the
high energy levels of reacting molecules (Basevich, 1990).
These factors prove tobevery restrictive for the application
of DKM in engineering CFD codes.

A number of reduced chemical models have been
suggested (e.g., Müller et al., 1992; Basevich and Frolov,
1994; Griffiths, 1995; Porter et al., 2007). The model which
is used in our study is widely known as the Shell model
(Halstead et al., 1977). In this model the autoignition
chemistry is reduced to the eight-step chain branching
reaction scheme and incorporated into four processes:

Initiation:
RH + O2 → 2R∗ Rate coefficient kq

Propagation:
R∗ → R∗ + P Rate coefficient kp

R∗ → R∗ + B Rate coefficient f1kp

R∗ → R∗ + Q Rate coefficient f4kp

R∗ + Q → R∗ + B Rate coefficient f2kp

Branching :
B → 2R∗ Rate coefficient kb

Termination :
R∗ → out Rate coefficient f3kp

2R∗ → out Rate coefficient kt

RH represents hydrocarbon fuel (CnH2m), R∗ the radical,
B the branching agent, Q the intermediate agent, and P
is the product, consisting of CO, CO2 and H2O. Further
development of this model has been discussed by a number
of authors (see Sazhin et al., 1999;Hamosfakidis andReitz,
2003; Ribaucour et al., 2007 and the references therein).
Possible adaptation of the Shell model to modelling the
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autoignition process in Diesel engines was discussed by
Sazhina et al. (1999, 2000). It was suggested that the
original version of the Shell model could be adapted to
Diesel engine environments via themodification of just one
constant, Af4, in the equation for the intermediate agent:

d[Q]
dt

= f4kp[R∗] − f2kp[Q][R∗], (19)

where

f2 = Af2exp(−Ef2/RuT ),
f4 = Af4exp(−Ef4/RuT ), [O2]x4[RH]y4

kp =
[

1
kp1[O2]

+
1

kp2
+

1
kp3[RH]

]−1

,

Ru is the universal gas constant, [M] corresponds to the
molar concentration of the various species M . The values
of constants in these expressions for various fuels are given
by Halstead et al. (1977). It was recommended that the
Shell model should be used for modelling autoignition
in Diesel engines if all its coefficients, except Af4, are
taken equal to those found by Halstead et al. (1977) for
the primary reference fuel RON70, and Af4 is taken in
the range 3 × 106 to 6 × 106 (Sazhina et al., 1999, 2000).
This model has been implemented into the KIVA 2 code
and is used in our analysis.

6 Experimental set-up

High-speedDiesel sprays havebeen studied experimentally
at the University of Brighton using various optical
diagnostic techniques (Crua, 2002). These studies were
conducted in a rapid compression machine based on a
single cylinder Ricardo Proteus test engine which was
converted to a two-stroke cycle. The engine had a bore of
135mm,a strokeof 150mmandadisplacementof 2.2 litres.
The Proteus rig was coupled to a DC dynamometer via
reduction belts. An optical chamber, 80mm in length and
50mm in diameter, was fitted on the cylinder head to
investigate the spray development. This allowed a fuel
spray to be injected vertically without any impingement
on the walls or the windows. A second generation Bosch
common rail fuel injection system was used to generate
the high pressure required to maintain injection pressure
ranging from 60MPa to 160MPa. The fuel pump was
driven externally via an electrical motor running at
1400 rpm to maintain the required high pressure in the
fuel rail with minimum fluctuation (Crua, 2002). The main
parameters whichwere studied using this set-upwere spray
penetration and autoignition delay.

Spray penetration was studied using Kodak Ektapro
HS Motion Analyser, with a recording rate adjustable
up to 4500 frames per second at maximum resolution.
The processing of the video images for measurement of the
spray penetration was performed by purpose-developed
software. From analysis of the luminosity of the spray
video images, information about the length of the visible

part of the spraywasobtained.This length, definedas spray
penetration, was assumed to be equal to the distance from
the nozzle to the furthest point on the spray axis where the
luminosity was above a given threshold. It was assumed
that the spray luminosity varies smoothly along the spray,
and the effect of cluster shedding from the spray tip was
ignored. The rate of injection was measured as a function
of time using a Lucas rate tube.

Ignition delay is defined as the total autoignition delay
after the start of injection. It consists of physical and
chemical delays. In experiments, the total delay has been
measured using two different methods. The first method is
based on the assessment of the flame luminosity from spray
video records which capture the ignition spark. The second
method is based on the analysis of the pressure traces.
Typically, the first method captures the earliest stage of
autoignition,while the secondone gives a strong indication
of the start of combustion. The errors of each of these
two methods do not exceed about 20%, for the range
of conditions studied (Crua, 2002). Both methods were
used simultaneously inorder toassess their complementary
nature (Crua, 2002). In our study the timing of the
autoignition is identified based on the flame luminosity.

In order to record the autoignition processes, two
high-speed CCD video cameras were placed at 90◦ to
each other. The cameras have resolution 128 × 64 pixels
× 256 grey levels, with a sensitivity equivalent to 3000
ISO and recording speed up to 27,000 frames per second.
Both cameras were triggered by the same dedicated signal
emitted by the custom-built FIE controller. In order to
further maximise the sensitivity of the recordings, the lens
was set to its widest aperture (f/1.9). The time at which
the first portion of liquid fuel was seen leaving the nozzle
was measured to be 0.37ms after the start of recording for
an injection pressure of 160MPa. The data were adjusted
to compensate for this delay.

7 Test cases

The test cases chosen for the analysis were based on
the measurements of sprays under realistic conditions
of operation for a light-duty Diesel engine with a
single-hole injector of 0.2mm in diameter, located on the
axis at the top centre of a cylindrical combustion chamber.
The fuel injection pressure was 160MPa, the monitored
in-cylinder pressures at Top Dead Centre (TDC) were 5.6,
6.2, and 6.9MPa. At the start of injection, the gas pressure
was assumed to be equal to experimentally measured
pressure at TDC, while the temperature was estimated
based on the intake gas pressure and temperature, and the
air compression ratio. The polytropic law was used with
the polytropic coefficient calculated based on the plots
log p vs. log V for each individual pressure at TDC
(Lacoste, 2005). The comparison was performed for initial
gas pressures in the approximate range 2.5–8.5MPa.
The values of temperature for various pressures, obtained
using this method are indicated as filled circles in Figure 4.
The solid lines on the samefigurewere used for the estimate
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of temperature at other pressures, including those in the
test cases. The temperature values calculated using this
procedure are shown in Table 1. It was assumed that
the chamber was filled with dry air (71% nitrogen and
29% oxygen by volume). The errors of calculation were
estimated to be ±50 K. The values of autoignition delay
time, defined as the time from the start of injection to the
first appearance of a visible flame on the video recordings
(Crua, 2002), are presented in Table 1.

Figure 4 The initial in-cylinder gas temperatures at the
Top Dead Centre (TDC) as a function of the initial
gas pressure at TDC. Filled circles refer to the
values of this temperature, calculated from the
polytropic law

Table 1 The values of the measured autoignition delay times
(ADT) and calculated initial in-cylinder gas
temperatures (T) for various in-cylinder pressures (P)

P (MPa) T (K) ADT (ms)

5.6 832 2.37
6.2 847 2.04
6.9 852 1.78

8 Results

For the chosen test cases computations were performed
assuming axial symmetry of the flow. Variations in the
volume of the combustion chamber caused by piston
motion during the injection pulse were small and,
therefore, were ignored in the computations. As in the
case considered in Section 3, the domain was covered by a
uniform 2-dimensional grid, typically with 20 cells in the
radial and 48 cells in the axial directions. In computations,
the liquid spray penetration is defined as the distance
from the nozzle to the leading droplet parcel in the spray.
The ignition delay is defined as the moment after the start
of injection when the local gas temperature rises above
the critical threshold of 1100K (Sazhina et al., 2000).
Injection velocities were calculated from themeasured rate
of injection (Karimi et al., 2006) (see Figure 1).

The fuel injector could be heated up to 350–400K.
In most cases the temperature of the droplet parcels
emerging from the injectorwas set to 375K.A special study
was undertaken to determine the sensitivity of the results
to variations in the liquid fuel temperature.

The following analysis is sub-divided into two parts.
The analysis of autoignition delay characteristics is
presented in Section 8.1. The analysis of pre-ignition spray
characteristics is presented in Section 8.2.

8.1 Autoignition delay

At first the modified WAVE breakup model was used and
the parameter Af4 in the Shell model was assumed equal
to 3 × 106. The predictions of the KIVA 2 code with two
liquid phase models (ITC and ETC) and two gas phase
models (Model 0 and the Abramzon and Sirignano (AS)
Model)were comparedwith experimental data. The results
are shown in Figure 5. As follows from this figure, the
choice of the liquid phasemodel has amuch stronger effect
on the autoignition delay compared with the gas phase
model. This agrees with the previously reported results
based on a zero-dimensional code (Sazhin et al., 2006).
This provides additional support for the recommendation
made by Sazhin et al. (2006) that the more accurate ETC
model, rather than the ITC model, should be used for the
reliablepredictionof autoignitiondelay.Allmodels predict
correctly the decrease in autoignition delay with increasing
in-cylinder pressure. However, there is a noticeable (up to
about 10%) deviation between experimental data and
the predictions of all models, especially at relatively low
pressures. This can be attributed to uncertainty about
the choice of other parameters used in the modelling as
discussed later in this section. A similar decrease in ignition
delay with increasing in-cylinder pressure was observed
for injection pressure 100MPa. However, we could not
compare the results for this injection pressure with the
prediction of the model as measurements of the fuel
injection rate were not performed for this case. At higher
in-cylinder gas pressures (more than about 7MPa for
160MPa injection pressure, and 8MPa for 100MPa
injection pressure), the measurements show an increase in
ignition delay time with gas pressure (Crua, 2002; Crua
et al., 2004). However, this trend is not reproduced by
the model. This can be attributed to the limitations of the
ideal-gas approximations for the fuel-air mixture at high
in-cylinder pressures. Possible other explanations of this
trend are discussed by Crua et al. (2004). Note that error
bars referring to experimental data are not symmetric.

Figure 6 shows the effect of breakup models on
the autoignition delay in Diesel sprays. The ETC liquid
phase model and the AS gas phase model were used for
calculations. As can be seen from this figure, the variations
in the autoignition delay time caused by the choice of the
breakup model are less than about 2.5%, which is within
accuracy of the experimental data. Strong jet accelerations
during the first 0.2ms after the injection, which affect the
spray breakup at the initial stage of injection (during about
1 ms), have little effect on spray properties at the time
of autoignition (about 2ms after injection). This explains
the relatively small difference between the autoignition
delays calculated using the conventional and modified
WAVE breakup models. The fact that the TAB breakup
model predicts slightly shorter ignition delays than the
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WAVE models can be explained by the fact that the TAB
model predicts the generation of larger amounts of smaller
droplets which evaporate quickly (cf., Figure 3).

Figure 5 The total autoignition delay times observed
experimentally and computed using the customised
version of the KIVA 2 CFD code at three initial
in-cylinder pressures. The values of the initial gas
temperature were obtained from Figure 4. The initial
injected liquid fuel temperature was assumed equal to
375K. The injection pressure was equal to 160MPa.
The modified WAVE model, two liquid phase models
(ETC and ITC) and two gas phase models (model 0
and the AS model) were used for computations

Figure 6 The same as Figure 5, but the computations were
based on the ETC liquid phase model, the AS gas
phase model and various droplet breakup models (the
same as in Figures 2 and 3)

As follows from Figure 4, there is uncertainty about
the estimation of the initial gas temperature in the
combustion chamber, variations of ±50K are expected.
The sensitivity analysis of the results with respect to the
choice of the initial gas temperature are shown in Figure 7.
The ETC liquid phase model, the AS gas phase model
and themodifiedWAVEmodel were used for calculations.
The results of computations, based on the initial gas
temperatures estimated from the measurements (reference
temperature), as shown in Table 1, are represented by the
solid curve. Thin and thick dashed curves show the ignition
delays predicted based on the assumption that the initial

gas temperature is 20K higher and 20K lower than
the reference temperature respectively. As follows from
Figure 7, the effect of the initial gas temperature on the
predicted autoignition delay is rather strong (up to about
20%). The autoignition delay decreases with increasing
gas temperature, as expected. The best agreement with
experimental data was achieved when we used the initial
gas temperature 20K below the reference one.

Figure 7 The same as Figsure 5 and 6, but the computations
were based on the ETC liquid phase model, the AS
gas phase model, the modified WAVE model and
three values of the initial gas temperature. Firstly, the
initial gas temperatures was taken equal to the one
predicted by Figure 4; secondly, this temperature was
taken equal to the one predicted by this figure minus
20K; thirdly, this temperature was taken equal to the
one predicted by this figure plus 20K

Figure 8 shows the effect of the temperature of injected
fuel on the autoignition delay. As in the case of Figure 7,
the ETC liquid phase model, the AS gas phase model and
the modified WAVE model were used for calculations.
The initial gas temperatures were taken from Table 1.
As follows from Figure 8, the decrease in the injection fuel
temperature from 375K to 350K leads to a very small
increase in the autoignition delay. However, the increase
in this temperature from 375K to 400K leads to quite a
significant decrease in this delay, especially for in-cylinder
pressure of 6.2MPa. Since this increase in the injected
fuel pressure leads to considerable deviation between the
experimental and computed results, it seems unlikely that
the value of this temperature will reach 400K.

As was shown by Sazhina et al. (2000), the increase
of parameter Af4 leads to a decrease in the chemical
autoignition delay time. At the next stage of our analysis
the sensitivity of the predicted ignition delay to the values
of Af4 was investigated. The results for the same models
and values of parameters as in Figures 5–8, but for various
Af4 are shown in Figure 9. Following Sazhina et al.
(1999, 2000), the analysis was focused on Af4 in the
range 3 × 106 to 6 × 106 (see Section 5). As follows from
this figure, the values of the autoignition delay decrease
with increasing Af4, in agreement with Sazhina et al.
(2000). This decrease could be up to about 20% which
indicates a non-negligible role of the chemical autoignition
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delay compared with the total autoignition delay in this
particular case. In fact, the parameter Af4 could be the
fitting parameter of the model if we are able to specify
accurately both the initial gas temperature and injection
fuel temperature.

Figure 8 The same as Figure 7, but the computations were
based on three injected fuel temperatures: 350K,
375K and 400K

Figure 9 The same as Figure 8 for the injected fuel temperature
375K, but the computations were based on four
values of the coefficient Af4 in the Shell model as
indicated in the figure

Finally, the grid sensitivity of the results shown
in Figures 5–9 was investigated. The results are shown in
Figure 10. The same models as in Figures 5–9 were
used with injection temperature equal to 375K and
Af4 = 3× 106. As follows from this figure, the difference
between the delay times predicted by computations based
on various grids does not exceed about 3%. This is well
below the experimental error of the results and allows us to
conclude that mesh resolution, used in our computations,
is sufficient to achieve accurate results.

8.2 Pre-ignition spray characteristics

In this subsection a number of spray characteristics,
mainly at the pre-ignition stage, are discussed. No direct
experimental verification of the results will be available

in most cases, but these results are expected to allow us
to develop a better understanding of the processes which
cannot be directly observed at the moment.

Figure 11 shows the time dependence of the Sauter
Mean Radius (SMR) of droplets and maximal in-cylinder
pressure predicted by the KIVA 2 code with the modified
WAVE model, the ETC liquid phase model and the AS
gas phase model. The injection pressure was taken equal
to 160MPa, the initial gas pressure was equal to 6.2MPa,
the fuel injection temperature was taken equal to 375K.
The same grid as in Section 8.1 was used. As follows
from Figure 11, the SMR of droplets rapidly reduces to
about 10 �m, due to the breakup processes. This value of
the SMR is of the same order of magnitude as observed
experimentally (cf. Figure 3). The initial small peak of the
maximal in-cylinder pressure is related to the compression
of air during the injection process.

Figure 10 The same as Figure 9, but for Af4 = 3 × 106,
the computations were based on four grid
arrangements as indicated in the figure

Figure 11 The time evolution of the maximal Sauter Mean
Radii (SMR) of droplets and in-cylinder gas
pressure in the combustion chamber for the initial
gas pressure 6.2MPa and initial gas temperature
850K. The modified WAVE model, the ETC liquid
phase model and the AS gas phase model were used
for computations

Figure 12 shows the time dependence of the maximal and
minimal gas temperatures in the combustion chamber
and the maximal temperature at the surface of the droplets
for the same models and initial values of parameters as
in Figure 11. The autoignition process at times greater
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than about 1.8ms, accompanied by a rapid increase
in the maximal gas temperature, is clearly seen in this
figure. The predicted initial decrease in the minimal gas
temperature is clearly linked with the evaporation of
freshly injected droplets. At times greater than about
0.5ms, heat supplied by the chemical reactions seems to
exceed the heat consumed for the evaporation process,
and the minimal gas temperature slowly starts to increase.
The increase in the maximal droplet surface temperature
during about the first 0.3ms after injection corresponds
to the droplet heat-up period. After that, this temperature
remains at a nearly constant level, close to the critical
temperature of Diesel fuel (but always below it).

Figure 12 The same as Figure 11, but for maximal and minimal
gas temperatures and maximal droplet surface
temperature

Figure 13 shows the time dependence of the maximal mass
fractions of fuel vapour and the species described by the
Shell model (the radicals (R), branching agent (B), and
intermediate agent (Q)), and the minimal mass fraction
of oxygen for the same models and initial values of
parameters as in Figures 11–12. The initial increase in the
fuel vapour mass fraction is related to the evaporation of
liquid Diesel fuel. The autoignition stage is preceded by a
slow decrease in fuel vapour and oxygen mass fractions.
This is accompanied by the corresponding increase inmass
fractions of radicals, branching and intermediate agents.
Immediately before the onset of autoignition (sometimes
about 1.8ms), the increase in mass fractions of radicals,
branching and intermediate agents is visibly accelerated.
This is accompanied by a rapid decrease in the mass
fractionof oxygen,while themaximal concentrationof fuel
vapour remains practically unchanged.

Figure 14 shows the spatial distribution of droplets in
the spray at four different times after the start of injection.
These moments correspond to three stages in the spray
evolution: (a) breakup and heating of the liquid droplets,
(b) and (c) breakup, heating, and evaporation of droplets,
(d) the ignition. The same models and initial values
of parameters as in Figures 11–13 were used for
computations. The circles on this figure show radii of
droplet parcels magnified 500 times. At the injector, the
radii of droplets were specified based on the radius of the
injector, taking into account the effects of flow cavitation
in the nozzle: Rd0 = Rnozzle · Ccontr, where Ccontr = 0.62

if the cavitation number CN is greater than or equal
to 1, and Ccontr = 1 if this number is less than 1 (Sarre
et al., 1999). Then the droplet radii rapidly decrease due
to breakup processes. At the moment of time 0.98ms no
droplets are observed beyond Z equal to about 4.5 cm.
This is due to the limitation of the penetration length at this
moment. At t = 1.49ms the droplets are observed over the
whole range of Z. At t = 1.73ms the number of droplets
beyond Z = 4.5 cm is visibly reduced, alongside their
SMR. This is related to droplet evaporation processes.
These reductions were clearly visible at t = 1.98, where
autoignition took place and the increased gas temperature
led to even more rapid droplet evaporation.

Figure 13 The same as Figures 11–12, but for the maximal
mass fractions of fuel vapour and the species
described by the Shell model (the radicals (R),
branching agent (B), and intermediate agent (Q)),
and the minimal mass fraction of oxygen

Figure 14 Spatial distribution of droplets at four moments of
time for the same values of the initial parameters
and models as in Figure 11. The circles show SMR
of droplets magnified 500 times

The spatial distribution of gas temperatures, SMR,
mass fractions of fuel vapour, oxygen, branching agent,
radicals and intermediate agent for the same moments
of time as in Figure 14 are shown in Figures 15–17.
The same models and initial values of parameters as in
Figures 11–14 were used for computations. As follows
from Figure 15, before autoignition the slow increase
in gas temperature takes place in the area away from
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the spray. In the immediate vicinity of the spray, gas is
cooled due to the evaporation process. After autoignition,
a rapid increase in gas temperature takes place mainly at
the periphery of the spray, in agreement with the early
results reported by Flynn et al. (1999) and Sazhina et al.
(2000). The distribution of the SMR shown in Figure 15 is
generally consistentwith thedistributionofdroplets shown
in Figure 14.

Figure 15 Spatial distributions of gas temperature and SMR of
droplets for the same moments of time, values of the
initial parameters and models as in Figure 14

Figure 16 The same as Figure 15, but for the fuel vapour and
oxygen relative mass fractions

As follows from Figure 16, for t between 0.98ms and
1.73ms, the fuel vapour mass fraction gradually increases
and this vapour spreads from the vicinity of the spray
to the ambient gas, while the maximal fuel vapour mass
fraction remains practically unchanged (see Figure 13).
At t = 1.98ms a visible decrease in fuel vapour mass
fraction can be seen at the spray periphery where the
autoignition took place. The decrease in oxygen mass
fraction at the same time and at the same location can be
clearly seen in the sameFigure 16. Visible increases inmass

fractions of the branching agent, radicals and intermediate
agent at t = 1.98ms, near the periphery of the spray, can
be clearly seen in Figure 17.

Figure 18 shows the evolution of droplet parameters
in various ranges of droplet radii at the same moments
of time as in Figures 14–17. Eight bands were considered,
as shown in Table 2:

Table 2 Bands of droplet radii

Band Range

1 Rd ≤ 1.32 �m
2 1.32 < Rd ≤ 4.44 �m
3 4.44 < Rd ≤ 10.5 �m
4 10.5 < Rd ≤ 20.6 �m
5 20.6 < Rd ≤ 35.6 �m
6 35.6 < Rd ≤ 56.5 �m
7 56.5 < Rd ≤ 82.0 �m
8 Rd > 82.0 �m

In Figure 18 bands 1–5 are shown, as these are the most
representative for thepresentationof the evolutionof spray
parameters. Droplets with radii greater than about 35 �m
(bands 6–8) disappear from the system due to the breakup
processes.

As follows from this figure, at t = 0.98ms, the droplets
with radii up to about 30 �m are present in the system.
By t = 1.98ms, the droplets with radii greater than
about 20 �m practically disappear from the system due
to the breakup and evaporation processes. At all stages
the surface temperatures of larger droplets are lower than
those of smaller droplets. This is explained by the fact
that large, fresh droplets are continuously injected into
the system and that they require more time to heat-up
compared with smaller ones. The relative speeds of larger
droplets are always higher than those of smaller ones, as
smaller droplets are more easily entrained by the ambient
air than larger ones.

9 Conclusions

A number of new models have been implemented into the
customised version of the KIVA 2 CFD code. These are
the modified WAVE droplet breakup model, taking into
account transient processes during spray injection, the
ETC liquid phase model, the gas phase model suggested
by Abramzon and Sirignano (1989), and the customised
version of the Shell autoignition model. The predictions of
the updated KIVA 2 code have been compared with the
results of the in-house experimental studies ofDiesel sprays
where appropriate. The measurable spray parameters
include spray penetration length, the time evolution of the
Sauter Mean Radius (SMR) of droplets and autoignition
delay times.Both spray injection into a relatively ‘cold’ gas,
not leading to the autoignition process, and into a ‘hot’
gas, leading to this process, have been considered.

It has been pointed out that in the case of spray
injection into ‘cold’ gas, the observed spray tip penetration
agrees much better with the prediction of the modified
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Figure 17 The same as Figures 15 and 16, but for the branching agent, radicals and intermediate agent relative mass fractions

WAVE model compared with other droplet breakup
models which are widely used in computer simulation of
quasi-steady-state spray dynamics. A similar conclusion is
drawn from the predicted and observed SMR of droplets.

The prediction of the total autoignition delay by the
Abramzon and Sirignano gas phase model has been
compared with the prediction of this delay by a more
basic gas phase model, based on a number of simplifying
assumptions. It has been shown that the choice of the
gas phase model has only a minor effect on the predicted
autoignition delay, which can be safely ignored in practical
engineering computations. Also, the autoignition delays
predicted by the ITC and ETC liquid phase models have
been compared. The ITC model is a default one used in
the conventional KIVA 2 code. The ETCmodel is the new
model implemented into this code. The implementation
of the latter was based on the analytical solution of the
heat conduction equation in a spherical droplet applied at
each time step (Sazhin et al., 2004b, 2005a, 2005b). It has
been pointed out that the difference in the autoignition
delay times predicted by the ITC and ETC models is
noticeable and needs to be taken into account in practical

computations. The application of the ETC model is
recommended as a more physical one.

It has been pointed out that the predicted decrease
in the autoignition delay with increasing in-cylinder
gas pressure in the approximate range 5.5–7MPa,
agrees with experimental observations. However, the
predicted values of this delay are up to about 10%
less than the experimentally observed ones. This level
of agreement between experimental and computational
results is considered to be acceptable, remembering the
uncertainty about both the data and values of the input
parameters in the model. Doubts about the model values
of parameters stem primarily from uncertainty about the
initial gas temperature (calculated based on the observed
in-cylinder gas pressure), injected liquid temperature, and
the parameters of the Shell autoignition model. It has been
shown that the grid dependence of the results is relatively
weak and can be ignored in the analysis.

The detailed analyses of time evolution of various
Diesel parameters have been presented. These include
gas pressure and temperature, SMR of droplets, mass
fractions of various gas components, droplet temperatures
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Figure 18 Relative number density, temperature and relative speeds of droplets at four moments in time (the same as in Figures 14–17)
and various droplet radii bands. The same values of the initial parameters and models as in Figure 11 were used

and droplet speeds relative to the ambient gas. The results
proved to be consistent with the physical background of
the processes involved. In agreement with the previously
reported results, it has been shown that autoignition takes
place at the periphery of the fuel spray.
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